
A new and simplified user interface to access topics and features quickly. 

Tasks were made more simple to perform. 
It does not get more simple than backing up a MIST 3 database.



Or to restore:

Data import/export functions:
Several different import/export option are available for MIST 3, and more can be easily added for custom 
data formats.



Provides options for direct collection and download of data from hand-held electronic device: 
MIST 3 already has an existing phone application for data collection (works on supported dumb and smart 
phones) : http://www.ecostats.com/software/mist/tutorials/mist_sd_t1.htm (requires Flash)

and manual data entry:



Has standard tools for creating standard and custom queries for reports, mapping and charting of 
data:



Includes inbuilt Help function:
The included framework provides a means for each plug-in and feature of MIST to show help. It is up to 3rd 
party plug-in authors to provide help for their plug-ins using the framework option or any other help system 
of their choice.



MIST also allows users to take their own notes on any topic for their own reference.

Localization into regional languages and cultures:
MIST in any local language and regional settings is possible.



Example, MIST in Vietnamese:

Runs on a desktop without any Internet connection, and easily scales to LAN or WAN use.
MIST runs a local HTTP service on its own without any need to connect to a remote site, but is also 
instantly available on a network both LAN and WAN when and if desired, and data over a WAN can be 
delivered using other HTTP engines such as Apache.



The application must support restricted/privileged access rights for different user levels.
MIST users:

User Rights:



Plugin and application access rights (fine grained plug-in level authorizations will also be an option):

MIST can export and import spatial data in standard spatial formats.



MIST can support features in spatial data formats found in PostGIS and others.

Fully documented meta-data available for data structures.
MIST 3 includes Venn diagrams of relations and documentation of database fields in the database:


